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Asymmetric angular emission in semiconductor microcavities
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Strongly angular-dependent emission properties are observed from a semiconductor microcavity pumped
along a critical angle of incidence. In contrast to the luminescence from conventional semiconductor hetero-
structures, the emission is completely asymmetrical with respect to the sample normal. The results imply that
parametric scattering dominates the energy relaxation of polaritons, and is enhanced by the deformed shape of
the dispersion relations.
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Planar semiconductor microcavities are of considera
interest because they can be used to modify and enh
optical emission from embedded semiconductor heterost
tures. Highly controlled light output from microcavity light
emitting diodes~LEDs! and vertical cavity surface emittin
lasers~VCSELs! is of practical application,1 while organic
microcavities have also successfully supported la
operation.2 When cooled sufficiently, optimally designe
semiconductor microcavities enter a regime of strong c
pling in which the exciton resonance mixes sufficiently w
the cavity photon mode to form two new polariton mode3

Recent publications highlight the nonlinear power dep
dence of the luminescence from such samples and have
troversially attributed it to stimulated scattering.4–7 However
under nonresonant pumping, light from these heterost
tures, as from bare quantum wells, remains symmetric
distributed about the normal to the sample.

In this paper, we comprehensively characterize both sp
trally and angularly, the emission of light from microcavi
samples which are resonantly pumped at a critical angle
this regime strong angular asymmetries are seen in the
toluminescence, produced by parametric scattering betw
pairs of polaritons with different in-plane momentum a
energy. Strong nonlinearities in the emission are produ
when this scattering is stimulated by occupation of the fi
polariton state. By simultaneously injecting a pulse of lig
incident normally, the parametric scattering is externa
stimulated and the two final states clearly observed.

Angular measurements on these microcavity polarit
provide crucial information because they probe the wh
range of exciton-photon interactions, starting from 0° wh
the coupling is strong and reaching655° where the two
modes are effectively not coupled.8 Our experimental geom
etry concentrates on resonant pulsed excitation at the poi
inflection of the lower polariton dispersion (ki52.13106

m21), while detecting the time-integrated luminescen
emerging at different angles~Fig. 1!. When the exciton and
photon modes are degenerate atu50° (vex5vcav), this
pump configuration generates parametric scattering sh
by arrows in Fig. 2~a!, in which pump polariton pairs a
(vp ,kp) end up at both (vp6e,k6q).9 To demonstrate the
strong sensitivity of this scattering rate to the final st
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population, a normally incident probe pulse can be set
arrive simultaneously with the pump pulse. In order to inje
polaritons at specific (v,k), the optical pulses are spectral
filtered and aligned along particular incident angles, witho
grossly modifying their time of arrival at the sample. T
achieve this we constructed the femtosecond-stable gon
eter shown in Fig. 1, which rotates under the center of
sample. The arms for pump, probe, and detection beams
allow access tou<680°. A 100-fs Ti:S laser is used to
generate the different 3-ps pulses which are shaped in
spectral plane using computer-controlled liquid crys
modulators.10 The pump powers are kept sufficiently low s
that the exciton oscillator strength suffers no apprecia
bleaching.11 The emitted light from the sample is collected
a detection cone of60.14° and is coupled through
polarization-sensitive optics into a multimode fiber. To avo
averaging across regions of different excitation intens
only the inner part~50 mm! of the PL spot is sampled. A
monochromator with nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled dev
~CCD! of spectral resolution 0.035 meV is used to analy
the time-integrated emitted light.

The sample studied here is a 3l/2 semiconductor micro-
cavity grown by metal organic vapor phase epita
~MOVPE! and consists of two pairs of three 100-

FIG. 1. ~a! Femtosecond-stable goniometer for time- and ang
resolved pump-probe experiments. Relative time delay is
changed~within ;50 fs! as pump or probe angles are scanned up
680°.
R13 278 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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In0.06Ga0.94As QWs in 100-Å GaAs barriers, surrounded b
distributed Bragg reflectors~DBRs!.9 The sample strip is ori-
ented with the cavity thickness constant in the plane form
by the incident beams. Figure 2~a! shows the dispersion re
lation of the two polariton modes with normal mode splittin
of \V;7 meV ~at u50°). The sample is held in a cold
finger, wide field-of-view cryostat at a temperature of 4
Polaritons are resonantly injected by a pulse of light tuned
match the lower polariton dispersion at 16.5° from a sp
trally filtered pump pulse~<30 W/cm2) of 2 meV bandwidth
focused on a 100mm spot.

We first investigate the scattering mechanisms on
lower polariton branch by measuring angular-, spin-, a
wavelength-resolved photoluminescence~PL! over a large
range of angles (655°). Spin-selectivity distinguishes th
fast scattering mechanisms preserving spin polarizat
from slow depolarizing relaxation processes. We use a ci
larly polarizeds1 pump beam for excitation12 and detect
both circular polarizationss1,s2 of the emitted light. We
use the spin notation~Pump:Detection!5(1:6). Figures
2~b!–2~d! show the emission spectra for polarized PL~1:1!
and depolarized PL(1:2) configurations atudet5250°,
0°, 50° on the same logarithmic scale. Thedifference
DPL5PL(1:1)2PL(1:2), between the solid and dashe

FIG. 2. ~a! Lower ~dot-dashed! and upper~solid! polariton dis-
persion relation. The resonantly tuned pump pulse injected at 1
produces parametric scattering shown by arrows. Dotted line m
elastic pump scatter.~b!–~d!: PL spectra at250°, 0°, 50° for both
(1:6) polarization configurations. The pump power is 2
W cm22. Bare QW PL also shown in~d!. ~e!–~g!: Spin-preserving
PL emission extracted from~b!–~d!.
d
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curves@Figs. 2~e!–2~g!# corresponds to thespin-preserving
part of the scattering, and is dominated by the polarized co
ponent. Previously it has been shown that for nonreson
excitation the PL spectrum atT577 K is thermalized and
that absorption spectra are related to the PL spectra throu
Boltzmann factor.13 This picture is very different at the low
T here (kT!\V) when excitation is resonant. Thermaliz
tion is not achieved and selective energy and moment
scattering is observed. However no emission is seen at
upper polariton throughout this regime, demonstrating
lack of significant carrier heating. The low energy tails
these excitonlike polaritons match those of a bare 100
In0.06Ga0.94As QW sample@Fig. 2~d!, dotted# and are attrib-
uted to the Urbach tail arising from localized exciton states14

The fast spin-preserving polariton scattering predominate
theki50 region, but only for pump intensities.5 W cm22.
The vertical dashed line is at the energy of elastic pu
scattering, while the dash-dotted line marks the ang
dependent lower polariton energy. The data show that th
is a pronounced asymmetry of the emission, even at r
tively large angles650° where the exciton and photon a
uncoupled.

For a full picture of the asymmetrical scattering we a
quire PL spectra over the whole range of angles and b
(1:6) detection polarizations. Similar spectra are observ
for linear field polarizations. Contour maps of the spi
preserving emission pattern,DPL(v,u), at different angles
provide information on the extent of the emission anisotro
@Fig. 3~a!#. The solid white curve shows the extracted pe
position of the emission at each angle and is blue-shifted
;0.7 meV as compared to the dispersion relation at l
excitation powers~dashed line!. The origin of this small
blueshift will be deferred to a more extended publicatio
however it is clear that the polariton dispersion has not c
lapsed and the anticrossing persists.15 Direct transmission of
the pump beam tuned at 1.458 eV is seen atu5116.5°
(3). Figure 3~a! shows the significant difference in th
emission spectra for positive and negative angles. Such
asymmetrical emission distribution has not to our knowled
been seen previously from a planar semiconductor het
structure. The asymmetry is due to parametric scattering
specific polariton pairs, which then rapidly escape from
microcavity. The off-axis pump pulse breaks the cylindric
symmetry and the sample remembers this excitation co
tion, producing a characteristic signature in the photolum
nescence.

The highly spin-polarized emission from the lower pola
iton branch seen forudet.0, indicates the specific fast intra
branch scatterings that occur after resonant excitation.
positive angles the dispersion relation provides ideal ene
momentum conditions for intrabranch polariton pair scatt
ing @Fig. 2~a!#. This process preserves the polariton sp
which is excited by the circularly polarized pump. On th
other hand at negative anglesudet,25° only a small
amount of spin-polarized polariton emission emerges
cause intrabranch parametric scattering is suppressed b
imposed dispersion relation. All pairs of polariton-polarito
scatterings for which energy and momentum is conser
can occur from the reservoir of polaritons injected by t
pump. This restricts polariton scattering into onlyk states
which lie along a radial line defined by the incidentkp , and

5°
ks
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not into different directions in thek plane.16 However the
high ki polaritons close tovx experience much faster subs
quent scattering into excitons at even higherki where they
cannot radiate. The radiative (Gc) and exciton (Gx) scatter-
ing rates then determine how much light escapes at e
angleu, so the PL intensity detected depends on the pop
tion,

N~u!}PL~u!H 11
uXu2Gx

uCu2Gc
J 5PL~u!~12a1a/uCu2!,

for exciton and photon fractionsX,C. Using the ratioa
5Gx /Gc;0.55, we convert the integrated PL along t
lower polariton branch~measured over eight decades of i
tensity! into polariton populationsN(u)/I pumpnormalized by
the pump intensity in Fig. 3~c!. This value ofa is derived
from the ratio of thetotal exciton linewidth to the cavity
linewidth, consistent with a homogenous exciton broaden
greater than the inhomogeneous linewidth contribution,
implying fast exciton scattering. Further work to investiga
the influence of localized excitons and dark polaritons is
progress.

At low powers ~7 W cm22) the spontaneous scatterin
rate is low (h) but at higher powers (s) the polaritons
relaxing down the dispersion curve act as a final state po

FIG. 3. Contour maps of theDPL spectra vs angle for a 2
W cm22 pump pulse at 16.5° (3). The white line marks the energ
position of the peak PL, while the dotted line is the lower polarit
dispersion.~a! Spontaneous and self-stimulated PL emission.~b!
Probe-stimulated PL emission showing the signal gain at 0°
idler beam at 35°.~c! Normalized lower branch polariton emissio
vs angle with (d) and without probe (h, s) for pump powers 7,
28 W cm22. Angular widths of pump and probe beams also plott
ch
a-

g
d

n

u-

lation to initiate further stimulated scattering into the
states. Such stimulated parametric scattering has previo
been seen as gain in pump-probe experiments,9 and depends
on the bosonic exchange symmetry of the polaritons. P
scattering gives equal populations symmetrically either s
of the pump energy. Similar processes have been previo
termed hyper-Raman scattering in studying bulk polarito
using MW cm22 pulses.17 Additional emission is clearly re-
solved in the vicinity of the pump beam. Pair scattering
also responsible for this symmetric broadening and for
two correlated broad shoulders observed at 0° and
which correspond to the optimum phase match
condition.15

To confirm this parametric scattering process, a weak
circularly polarized probe pulse is simultaneously inject
into the ki50 polaritons, dramatically modifying the emis
sion pattern@Fig. 3~b!#. In contrast to the stimulated scatte
ing induced by the pump alone, the probe beam now inje
a final state population at a specific angle (u50°) thus in-
creasing the scattering rate according to

dNf inal

dt
}~11Nfinal!3Npump

and provoking gain in the probe direction. The excess ene
and momentum is taken away by a second pump polar
which is scattered to a higher ‘‘idler’’ angle and here clea
seen for the first time atu535°. The modified lower branch
PL @d, Fig. 3~c!# shows how the injected probe pulseredis-
tributes the light emitted at each angle. A significant redu
tion in the emission~up to 70%! between 5–15° and 20–30
~confirmed by direct time-resolved transmission measu
ments! is caused by efficient probe-induced scattering in

FIG. 4. Integrated lower polariton PL emission vs pump pow
at 0°, 35° both with and without the probe pulse. The emission
normalized to the transmitted probe power, with incident pro
power of 400 m W cm22.
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the ki50 final state, which extracts most of the availab
pump polaritons before other allowed pair scattering p
cesses can act.

It is instructive to compare the angular size of the g
and idler beams with incoming pump and probe angu
beamwidths. Both gain and idler beams have the same a
lar width indicating that the momentum broadening obser
is an inherent property of parametric scattering and is
caused by their very different local energy/momentum rel
ation. The beams consist of two superimposed narrow
broad angular peaks. The narrow peak has the same;1°
angular width as the incident laser beams while the br
peak hasDu;4°. This cone of emission is controlled by th
modified dispersion relation through the range of allow
parametric scatterings, and by the diffraction properties
polaritons in the Fabry-Pe´rot microcavity modes.18

Further confirmation of the origin of the emission asy
metry due to parametric scattering is provided by the co
lated power dependence of gain and idler~Fig. 4!. With no
injectedki50 polaritons, the PL emerging at normal inc
dence becomes superlinear in pump power at a threshold
W cm22. Above the same threshold, the idler emission d
matically increases, and the two remain correlated, altho
the idler emission can be seen to saturate above 20 W cm22.
When the probe pulse injects an initial polariton populat
s
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at ki50, strong emission~gain! is only seen above the sam
pump threshold, while the idler emission at 35° turns on
the same threshold power, before saturating. The reason
the consistent saturation in the idler emission is not cle
however it may be accounted for by a density-depend
scattering rate of idler polaritons into high-k excitons, which
in any case demands more detailed theoretical and exp
mental investigation.

In conclusion, the asymmetric angular nature of spec
emission from microcavities is characterized for the fi
time. We unambiguously show that PL of the lower polarit
branch after resonant excitation at particular angles is do
nated by stimulated parametric scattering, which is b
manifestly nonequilibrium and asymmetric with respect
the sample normal. Injecting a probe pulse using a femtos
ond goniometer reorganises the emission, generatin
strongly-amplified signal in the probe direction, and a pha
matched idler pulse at high angles, well described by pa
metric scattering.
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